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Week of March 5, 2018  Episode #80 (repeat)  

 
 Do we judge people, in general, and moms, in particular, more harshly these 
days?  This week on MomsEveryday our panel chats about the harsh criticism and 
quick judgement Moms face on social media. Panelist Stephanie Sprenger, blogger at 
Mommyforreal.com shares her recent blog on rushing to judge moms online. Plus, we 
learn about ways to support nursing moms with tips from lactation consultant and 
panelist Notesong Srisopark Thompson. 

The Motherboard has a high tech way to monitor a child’s fever, and the Savings 
Angel is saving you money with a heads up on coupons and bargains to look for in 
March during frozen food month.  
 
 
 
Week of March 12, 2018 Episode #81 (repeat)  

 
   It’s spring break season. This week MomsEveryday is traveling with kids.  Our 
panel shares the good, the bad and the ugly from their experiences traveling the world 
with children in tow. We we show you what not to miss if you’re traveling to Washington 
D.C. or Colorado Springs. And we meet a young family of three that’s so happy 
traveling at sea, they’re doing it full time.  

In our Motherboard tech report we learn about some important apps that can 
keep your kids, and let’s face it, you too, from being tempted to text or be on your phone 
while driving. And we show you some trendy ways to arrange a spring tulip bouquet.  
 
 
 



Week of March 19, 2018 Episode #82 (repeat)  
 

Reading to your children can create some of the best bonding and enriching 
times families can have together. But what happens when your child’s own reading 
becomes a struggle? This week on MomsEveryday our panel of moms talk about the 
challenge to find the joy again when reading isn’t fun anymore. Plus, a new study that 
shows many parents underestimate the age when it’s important to read to baby.  And 
we find out why the library may be a great money saving resource that’s going unused 
when it comes to reading materials for your family. 

 Plus we’re getting your ready for tax season and cooking up an easy, make 
ahead sheet pan dinner.  

 
 
Week of March 26, 2018 Episode #112  

 
 When was the last time you took a mental health day? Parents are constantly 
under stress and that can lead to plenty of health problems down the road if you don’t 
take time to deal with everyday stress in a healthy way. This week our Mom panel chats 
about ways to give yourself a break and the importance of taking a mental health break! 
Plus, we’re showing you a new parenting and childbirth class that’s growing in 
popularity around the world because of its mindfulness lessons. And we find out about a 
new study that says mindfulness can lead to less stressed parents and babies too! 

We’ll also show you a popular app to help breastfeeding moms. A new father 
came up with the idea for the app and designed it himself when he and his wife couldn’t 
find what they wanted in the app store!  

  
 


